Comprehensive Integration and Interaction of Equipment Used For Remote Site Systems

Doug Combs   BERG Companies
Berg Jiffy Tent
GP Medium

MGPTS
Addition of expandable shelters maximizing square foot

- 2 in 1 shelters
- 3 in 1 shelters
- 4 in 1 shelters
- 5 in 1 shelters
Right size Equipment

- Generators
- ECU's
- Appliances
Increased efficiency in lighting
• LED
• Efficient florescent
Most current and efficient insulation systems
- Reflective insulation double bubble
- Aero Gel fabric composites
- Composite insulation fabrics
Reduce the packed configuration of camps to minimize fuel consumption for deployment without compromising mission capability.
Utilization of stronger and lighter weight building materials

- Composite Panels
- Specially designed extrusions
- High profile polycarbonate molded parts
Incorporation of solar collecting and power generating devices